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									Hello,
									
my name is Nathalie Kronal and I design interfaces for digital products such as websites, apps or VR experiences.
									 

									
									Get in touch!
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        A little something about myself

I’m passionate about designing elegant and easy-to-use interfaces that are meaningful and become great user experiences. From ideation to detailed visual design. I find the most fulfilment when I can think of both the functional and graphical aspect of a digital product. For me, these two are inseparable. 
	


                    

			Experience

For more than 13 years now, I've been specializing in UI/UX design. In the past I’ve worked at Internet Architects in Antwerp as lead visual design, mainly for large businesses (the Province of Antwerp, Sanoma Media, Essentiel, The Port of Antwerp, Europeana Fashion, ...). 



Since 2015 I work as an independent designer & consultant for a variety of clients and agencies: Master Labs, VRT (Flemish radio- and television broadcaster), Flemish government, Cinea (Flemish service for filmculture), Blog Talk Radio, Immoweb, Boondoggle, Josworld and many more. From concepts for a pitch to component-based design for large and longterm projects.



Ow yes, I'm also a guest lecturer at the Graphic Design department of LUCA, School of Arts, in Brussels.



			I can help you with...

* the design of your digital product and finding the right partner(s) to build it


* UX/UI design for websites, web tools, mobile apps and VR-experiences


* conceptual and design thinking


* information architecture


* graphic design




			Follow me on Instagram
 
 Visit my professional profile on Instagram 




			Interview for The Word Magazine

To mark the release of a Warriors edition, The Word Magazine teamed up with This is Antwerp to bring 100 Antwerp Warriors, a selection of local movers and shakers setting the tone for the neighbourhood of tomorrow. I’m happy to be one of them. 
Read the interview.




			Contact me

Do you think we should meet? 




        
	
		Hello,

		if it's me you're looking for, get in touch!


	+32 476 826 598

	nathalik@gmail.com


	Connect with me on LinkedIn or Instagram

	



        
        
        
        

                    